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The Storm 
Da Vinci Code falls 

down on Cannes
Festival of Cannes: “Da Vinci Code” a 

bad surprise? Ever seen for an opening of 
festival 

The 59e Festival of Cannes begins with the presentation very mediatized 
about “Da Vinci Code”. The film was badly accomodated by the journalists who 

discovered it Tuesday evening. The thriller of Ron Howard, disappointed much 
people. In spite of an impressionant media blow around this film: Giant posters, 

covers of magazines, television... success with the festival did 
not follow. It left the projection of press amazed, with some 
whistles at the end of the two hours thirty of projection.

Da Vinci Code is a film joining suspense works of 
Leonard and religious stories. After the assassination of 
the conservative, an investigation is launched into the 
works of the famous Leonard de Vinci, throughout 
film the beautiful Audrey Tautou and the famous 
Tom Hanks all will try to decipher the code and to 
understand the secrecies which call into question of 
the bases of humanity...

This film which disappointed many people isn’t 
approach it makes about religion. Will it go until 
starting campaigns to prohibit its projection? 
Whereas catholic gatherings are made feel 
for “blasphemy”, Ron Howard and his actors 
relativize the polemic and controversies started 
by the subject, while claiming “It’s a fiction” in 
many interviews.

It can be a bad idea to adapt the book of Dan 
Brown to the cinema. Film except competition 

which could have win the media palm! Will see 
which reception the public will reserve at him.

A terrorist attack took 
place on May 11, 2006 on 
Big Ben
A bad explosion has suprised 
and choked many people.
 Ten bombs were deposited with 

disagreements 
places in Big 
Ben and 
explosed the 
ones after 
the others 
from 14h07 
exactly. That 
entrained 
the death of 
many people 
and make 
a hundred 
casualties. The 
culprits were 
not found yet 
but continuous 
research. 

Tuesday 23 rd of may
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Dog attack, chirurgians answer
«I’ m going to see myself, and there, horrifyed, i can’t believe that i’m seeing...”

A woman named Isabelle Dinoire (38 years old) was attacked 
by his dog the 27 of may 2005 when she was doing an 
overdose during the night. But she was the first person to 
receive a face transplant with succes by Dr Duvauchelle and 
Dr Dubernard at the hospital of Amiens.She says at newspaper 
man:»Since the day of the operation, I’ ve a face such as all 
people».But is she succed in spending a normaly life ?

Isabelle Dinoire before and after his attack

The poster 
of the  movie

Photography of Big Ben during 
the crash by an amator

A testimony was 
heard: a woman of 
47 years old lost her 
husband and her two 
children. The mother 
very choked declared.... 
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